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Abstract　For solving the problems of conventional low twist yarns due to their low tenacity , a specially
designed false twister was installed between the front rollers and yarn guide on a conventional ring spinning
frame for increasing fiber migration and entanglement in the spinning triangle , leading to a reinforcement of
yarn strength.Thus the produced yarn has a low twist and a relatively high strength simultaneously.In
addition , the yarn internal and external structures were examined and the radial fiber distribution , fiber path
and yarn surface structure between the modified , normal and low twist conventional ring yarns were compared.
The results reveal that the modified low twist yarn has a structure different from the conventional ring spun
yarns.
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Fig.1　Modified ring spinning system
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Fig.3　Division of yarn cross section by using
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? 4　???? 29.5 tex???????
Fig.4　Cross-sectional images of 29.5 tex yarns.(a)Modified
yarn , twist multiplier 2.5;(b)Control yarn , twist
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Fig.5　Packing density curves.(a)36.9 tex yarn;
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Fig.6　Fiber trace and analysis results of 29.5 tex normal
twist control yarn(twist multiplier 3.6).
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Fig.7　Fiber trace and analysis results of 29.5 tex low
twist control yarn(twist multiplier 2.5).
(a)Fiber path;(b)FFT analysis results
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Fig.8　Fiber trace and analysis results of 29.5 tex
modified yarn(twist multiplier 2.5).
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? 9　????? 2?????(29.5 tex)
Fig.9　A twin images of tracer fiber(29.5 tex)
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Fig.10　A portion of tracer fiber of 29.5 tex modified yarn.
(a)Re-constructed 3-D fiber path;(b)Projection


















? 11　?? 29.5 tex ?????
Fig.11　Surface images of 29.5 tex yarns.(a)Modified yarn
(Ⅰ), twist multiplier 2.5;(b)Modified yarn (Ⅱ), twist
multiplier 2.5;(c)Control yarn , twist multiplier 3.6;
(d)Control yarn , twist multiplier 2.5
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